Congratulations to Muhammed Frederick Shand, M.D.---alumni of the Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry !!!

Muhammed Frederick Shand graduated magna cum laude with a BS in Chemistry (biochemistry concentration) from GMU https://www.linkedin.com/in/mfshand in May 2013. While at Mason, he was a member of Alpha Lambda Delta, Golden Key, the National Society of Collegiate Scholars, and the GMU Chemistry Club.

Dr. Muhammed Frederick Shand will graduate with Distinction from GW Medical School (virtual ceremony) on Sunday, May 17, 2020. While in medical school, he was inducted into two very prestigious honor societies: Alpha Omega Alpha and the Gold Humanism Honor Society.

Dr. Shand, along with his classmates, joyfully celebrated Match Day. He will be relocating to the University of Nevada-Las Vegas (UNLV) School of Medicine to begin his residency in the specialty area of Otolaryngology (ear-nose-throat).